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Philippine Chiller Energy Efficiency Project (PCEEP) (P114119) 

Aide Memoire – Project Implementation Review Mission 

February 11-15, 2013 

 

 

1. A World Bank team conducted a project implementation review mission from February 

11-15, 2013 to review the status of the project and finalize the details of the restructuring.  The 

mission was led by Mr. Viraj Vithoontien (Task Team Leader) and included Mr. Gerardo Parco 

(Sr. Operations Officer), Aisha de Guzman (Financial Management Specialist), Rene Manuel 

(Sr. Procurement Specialist), Erik Pedersen (Sr. Environmental Specialist) and Ms. Bernardita 

Ledesma (Operations Analyst). 

 

2. The mission would like to thank the staff of the Foreign Assistance and Special Projects 

Office (FASPO) of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) and the 

Project Management Unit, in particular Mr. Edwin G. Domingo, Director of FASPO, Ms. 

Cristina M. Regunay, Chief of Multilateral Investment Program, FASPO and Ms. Consolacion 

Crisostomo, Project Management Unit (PMU) for their hospitality and support extended to the 

mission during their visit.  The team would like to especially express its appreciation for the 

support from Undersecretary Analiza Rebuelta-Teh on the project’s initiatives.   

 

3. The objectives of the mission are to: 

 confirm the scope of the restructuring and the pipeline of chillers to be replaced by the 

Project; 

 agree on the revised project implementation and disbursement schedules 

 modify key project indicators and targets 

 agree on the safeguard supervision plans 

 finalize the restructuring paper for the consideration of Bank management; and 

 conduct site visits to project beneficiaries in the chiller replacement pipeline. 

I. Overview 

4. The project has been in problem status for over 12 months and the Bank has worked 

closely with the PMU to address the issues which put the project at risk.  The PMU has put in a 

lot of hard work in jump starting project implementation and has made some progress.  The first 

disbursement to Manila Peninsula is being processed.  All required documentations including the 

safeguard implementation report have been made available to the Bank.  The first payment from 

the GEF Trust Fund (TF95991) has already been made.  By the end of CY13, the PMU expects 

to sign 14 additional SGAs.  

5. During the mission, the team reviewed the pipeline of chiller replacements with the PMU 

to determine and firm up the chiller replacements for 2013.  The PMU collaborated with Energy 

Service Companies (ESCO) in the identification of some potential project beneficiaries.  The 
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PMU will continue to collaborate with ESCOs to further firm up the pipeline for 2014 and to 

determine the possibility of advancing chiller replacements scheduled for 2015 to 2014.  It was 

also agreed that the PMU will look into the possibility of having SGAs signed between the 

ESCO and DENR for shared contracts.  Under this arrangement, ownership of the new chiller 

belongs to the ESCO in exchange for financial and technical assistance that they will be 

providing to the chiller owners.   The ESCO and chiller owner will share in the cost savings from 

the chiller replacement. 

6. The PMU reiterated its request to extend the Closing Date of the GEF TF from January 1, 

2015 to December 15, 2016 to allow time to fully implement the chiller replacements and to 

align its Closing Date with the MLF TF which is scheduled to close on January 1, 2017. 

However, the team advised that during the last mission, Bank management had advised that the 

extension would only be considered in FY2014 and will be contingent on sustained 

implementation progress. 

7. Given the progress in firming up pipeline of chiller replacements and a clear action plan, 

the team recommends to upgrade the project implementation status as moderately satisfactory 

The team, recommends to proceed with restructuring. 

 

II. Key Performance Indicators 

 

8. The project’s performance indicators will be amended as part of the proposed project 

restructuring.  With the termination of the ERPA with KfW and the absence of additional 

funding source, the indicators will need to be scaled down.   

9. The PMU and the Bank reviewed and agreed on the revised key performance indicators 

which can be found in Annex 2. 

10. An indication of the PMU’s drive to revitalize the project, several workshops were 

conducted since the last mission to review and update the operational manual to align with the 

proposed changes under the restructuring.  In addition, a workshop was organized for PMU and 

key FASPO staff to familiarize themselves with the changes to be introduced.  Three workshops 

have been conducted so far which is above the target of 2 workshops for 2012. 

 

III. Key Issues 

 

11. During the mission, the Bank commended the PMU for their hard work but expressed 

concern that there has been limited progress and that the financial management specialist was not 

yet on board.  The FM specialist is critical to firming up the pipeline because one of his main 

responsibilities will be to conduct financial analysis to determine the return on investments for 

the chiller replacement for each prospective beneficiary.  The return on investment is one of the 
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criteria for determining eligibility for chiller replacement.  A review of the TORs of the FMS and 

financial assistant showed overlaps in the roles and responsibilities.  The financial assistant is 

able to perform some of the duties of the FMS.  Therefore the PMU proposed to revise the TOR 

of the FMS and base its selection on a comparison of three CVs. 

12. In addition, the Bank reiterated the need for the IAS review to be completed.  The Bank 

FM Specialist met with the IAS unit to discuss the issue and was advised that they will try to 

complete it as soon as possible, 

13. The Bank team also stressed the importance of improving the marketing of the project in 

order to firm up the 2014 and 2015 pipeline and to tap into other resources to identify additional 

prospective beneficiaries as back up just in case some chillers in the pipeline may fall through. 

IV. Project Status 

 

Component 1: Investments to Chiller Replacement:    

14. Only one chiller replacement has been completed. Manila Peninsula has already 

submitted reports satisfactory to the PMU on commissioning, destruction of the old compressor 

and disposal of the refrigerant. Upon submission of satisfactory payment evidence, the subsidy 

will be released by DENR.  It was discussed during the mission and subsequently agreed that 

while the payment to chiller owners will be made in Philippine pesos, the exact amount of the 

subsidy payment will be calculated on the basis of the US currency (15% of the chiller cost in 

US dollars or 15% of the normative price of US$ 400 per TR) and the exchange rate on the day 

the payment takes place.  This arrangement will not pose any exchange rate risks on DENR.  

15. Together with the PMU, the Bank team reviewed the chiller replacement pipeline and 

firmed up the list of chiller owners who are expected to sign subgrant agreements in 2013.  We 

identified a pipeline of 14 chillers for replacement in 2013 as well as a pipeline for 2014 and 

2015.   

16. It is expected that 14 additional SGAs will be signed in CY13.  These chillers are 

currently installed in hotels, shopping malls and buildings owned by Government Owned and 

Controlled Corporations (GOCCs) 

17. The Bank team urged the PMU to strengthen its marketing/public awareness of the 

program in order to attract additional prospective beneficiaries. 

18. Revision of Eligibility Criteria.   One of the eligibility criteria for the chiller owner to 

qualify as a beneficiary is the submission of the purchase order for the new chiller which was to 

be procured under Bank guidelines.  The Bank’s procurement specialist advised that this should 

not be a criteria for eligibility and that procurement of the new chiller should follow the 

provisions of the SGA.  The SGA binds the chiller owner to conduct its procurement of the new 
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chiller following the Bank’s procurement guidelines. The PMU and the Bank team agreed to this 

suggestion and the change has been reflected in the revised SGA.  It was also agreed that a 

workshop be organized for chiller owners on the Bank’s procurement process. 

19. Meeting with ESCOs.  During the mission, the Bank team met with representatives of 

two ESCOs: Mr. Raymond Marquez, General Manager from Cofely and Messrs. Jose de Jesus, 

President, Emmanuel dela Cruz, Sales Manager, Richard Uy, Operations Director from OSP.  

They provided us with an overview of their company and the service that they can provide to 

chiller owners under the project.  The Bank team welcomed the ESCOs as partners in the project.  

During the mission, the Bank team agreed that ESCOs can enter into SGAs with DENR in 

shared contracts. However, this arrangement will still need to be reviewed with the management 

of DENR.  Under the shared contract, the ESCO finances the chiller replacement and operation 

and maintenance of the new chiller and the ESCO would own the new chiller.  The chiller owner 

and the ESCO will share in the financial incentives under the project including the energy 

savings from the chiller replacement.   

20. During the discussion with ESCO, we were advised that they had explored the possibility 

of working with GOCCs but deemed it unfeasible due to the current COA rules and regulations.  

Director Domingo will raise the issue with the management of DENR and the COA’s office to 

see if there is any flexibility in the regulation. 

21. Site Visit to Potential Beneficiaries.  The team visited potential beneficiaries - SM 

Bacoor, Manila Pavilion and Cultural Center of the Philippines.  Annex 7 provides details on the 

site visits. 

Component 2:  Measurement, Monitoring and Verification (MMV):  

22. The PMU made a presentation on Chiller Data Acquisition and Reporting System.  The 

online system will be available at the project website (http://emb.gov.ph/portal/pceep) once the 

PMU purchases and installs the server.  Specifications for the IT equipment has been cleared by 

the Bank and the Bank urged PMU to initiate procurement of these equipment which are critical 

to the project’s monitoring system.   

23. The website will be a one stop shop for the project where chiller owners can submit their 

applications and track the status of their application.  It will also be a repository for documents 

submitted by chiller owners and continuous transmittal of data based on agreed parameters of the 

chillers.  The PMU will use the website for monitoring and tracking the performance of the new 

chillers.  The website includes a grievance monitoring system.  The website can also be used as a 

platform to raise awareness about the efficiencies to be gained from chiller replacement.  

Component 3:  Performance Standards and Technical Assistance.  -  
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24. The team reviewed and agreed on the proposed technical assistance activities to be 

undertaken by the PMU.  The PMU has conducted several workshops during the past few 

months for revising the PIM and the OM and for informing the staff on the proposed changes to 

be introduced during the restructuring.  A project re-launching workshop is scheduled for the 

second quarter including workshops to inform chiller owners about the Bank’s procurement, 

financial management and safeguards requirements. 

Component 4.  Project Management.   

25. The Bank team expressed concern that the Financial Management Specialist was not yet 

on board.  The PMU advised that there has been a delay due to the failure in negotiation on the 

consultant’s rate.  During this time, the PMU reviewed the original TOR for the FMS and 

realized that some of the responsibilities can be undertaken by the financial assistant.  The new 

TOR of the FMS focusing on the financial analysis of chiller replacement to determine the return 

on investment was submitted to the Bank and comments have been provided to the PMU. 

V. Proposed Restructuring 

 

26. The Bank team and the PMU discussed and agreed to the following proposed changes 

under the restructuring: (i) revised results indicators; (ii) revised project cost/financing including 

reallocation among components; (iii) eligibility criteria; and (v) definition of commercial 

practice. The proposal to amend the requirement to submit the Internal Audit Report annually 

rather than semi-annually will be reviewed and discussed with Bank FM staff. 

27. The PMU will revise the Operational Manual (OM) to reflect the changes agreed to the 

sub-grant agreement as well as other changes to be introduced under the proposed restructuring.  

The PMU will submit the revised Operational Manual for Bank’s review and No Objection. 

VI. Management Aspects 

 

Legal Covenants 

28. The Project complies with all the legal covenants, except the submission of the report of 

the DENR’s Internal Audit Service.   

Safeguards 

29. The Bank team reminded the PMU to ensure that each beneficiary should submit an 

Environment Management Plan (EMP) as part of their prequalification for the project and prior 

to the signing of the sub-grant agreement.  It was agreed that a safeguards supervision mission 

will conducted for Manila Peninsula no later than the next mission. 
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Procurement   

30. The mission clarified that the Procurement Plan initially submitted for review by the 

PMU is more of an Implementation Plan for the chiller owners rather than an actual plan 

showing the procurement process.  As it is, the only information related to procurement shown in 

the submitted Plan is the indication of the proposed procurement method possibly to be used by 

the chiller owners.  The Procurement Plan should show the timelines for the various procurement 

milestones (i.e., dates of publication, preparation of bidding/RFQ document, issuance of bidding 

documents, submission and opening of bids/quotations, evaluation, awarding and contracting), 

and this was discussed in detail with the PMU.  An agreement was reached on how to prepare 

and finalize the Procurement Plan, and the PMU has submitted a revised Procurement Plan and 

the Bank has provided its comments. 

31. Prior to the mission dates, the PMU submitted for Bank’s review and clearance draft Sub-

project Grant Agreements (SGAs), one for Private Entity chiller owners and another one for 

Government-Owned and Controlled Corporations (GOCCs).    As far as the procurement aspect 

is concerned, there is a need for separate SGAs for private owners who are allowed to apply their 

normal commercial practices, while GOCCs are mandated to adhere with the procurement 

provisions of the country’s Procurement Law, RA9184.  The Bank had cleared these SGAs, and 

in its review, ensured acceptability of the commercial practices, and the consistency of the 

procurement provisions with the signed project Grant Agreement between the Bank and the 

Government of the Philippines, and also those in the Project Appraisal Document. 

32. It was also discussed and agreed that for the procurement undertaken by the chiller 

owners to be acceptable to the PMU, a workshop with the chiller owners will be organized prior 

to the start of the actual procurement process so they will have common understanding of what 

the acceptable procurement methods and processes are.   

33. Another issue related to procurement that was discussed during the mission, is the non-

mobilization of the hired Financial Management Specialist (FMS).  The reason given by the 

PMU for this is the request made by the consultant for an increase in the remuneration rate, 

which they have agreed not to grant.   The request triggered the review by the PMU of the scope 

of work under the TOR of the FMS and it was found that it contained duties and functions 

already being performed by the Financial and Administrative Assistant.  Hence it was decided 

that the TOR of the FMS would be revised to focus on his/her tasks and responsibilities on 

financial/investment analysis of chiller replacement, which are critical in determining the chiller 

owners’ eligibility under the grant. The mission exhorted the PMU to prioritize this activity and 

complete the contracting for the position, and mobilize the consultant at the earliest time 

possible.   
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Financial Management:   

 

34. Status of Disbursement.  As of February 1, 2013, total disbursements under the grants 

totaled US$758,059 (including US$700,000 in the Designated Accounts) or 21% of the total 

approved amount of US$3,600,000.  However, bulk of the disbursements made by the Bank 

pertains only to the Designated Account which amounted to US$ 200,000 and US$500,000 for 

TF96093 and TF95991, respectively. Furthermore, to date, no other disbursements were made on 

TF95991, since this will cover financial incentives to chiller owners.  It was targeted that a 

Php10 million sub-grant would be released towards the end of February, part of which will be 

used to pay the financial incentives for the completion of first chiller replacement and 

commissioning. To date no disbursement has been made yet due to incomplete documentation 

submitted by Manila Peninsula.  The missing documentation is being collected and will be 

submitted to the Bank shortly.  The mission recommends the Agency to speed up 

implementation and prepare reasonable cash projections to ensure optimal utilization of the grant 

funds. 

35. Adequacy of Design and Implementation of FM Arrangements.  The DENR FMS is 

primarily responsible for the overall financial management of the Project including facilitation of 

timely release and disbursement of funds.  There is adequate segregation of incompatible duties 

and responsibilities. Levels of review and approvals are considered adequate to provide 

reasonable assurance that the policies and procedures for recognition and recording of receipts 

and disbursements are being complied. Physical controls over cash, documents and records are 

also considered adequate.  During the review, the mission noted a few difficulties in FM 

implementation and the following mitigating measures are recommended to improve overall 

performance: 

a. Expedite the hiring of the FMS assigned to the PMU; 

b. Finalize the policies and procedures on cash advances from DENR to EMB-PMU; and 

c. Regular coordination and submission of project documents to the Internal Audit Services 

Unit 

36. The full FM report is attached under Annex 5 

37. Below is a status of the FM requirements as 

required under the grant. 

a. Quarterly Interim Financial Reports (IFRs) – The Bank received the first, second and 

third quarter IFRs on June 13, 2012, September 14, 2012 and November 27, 2012. All 

submissions were past the due dates where the Grant Agreement prescribed that IFRs 

should be received by the Bank within 45 days after the close of each calendar quarter; 

although, as noted, there is an improvement on the timeliness of the IFR submission for 
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the third quarter.  The IFR for the quarter ending December 31, 2012 was received on 

February 15, 2013. 

b. Audited Financial Statements (AFS) – The 2011 audited financial statements were 

submitted on September 5, 2012 which is past the due date of June 30, 2012. The 

Commission on Audit (COA) rendered an unqualified opinion.  The audited financial 

statements for 2012 are due on June 30, 2013. 

c. Resolution of issues on the AFS – Although no issues were noted by COA that resulted in 

a qualification on the 2011 audit reports, the auditors noted a few audit observations.  

DENR must ensure complete implementation of the COA recommendations within 12 

months after the issuance of the audit report.  

d. Independent Audit – An independent assessment of the technical and fiduciary 

performance of the Recipient shall be conducted with the report submitted to the Bank 

not later than 60 days after the midterm review.  Due to the limited progress of the 

project, it is suggested that the timing of the audit be reviewed. 

e. Internal Audit –IAS should submit internal audit reports to the Bank 90 days after the end 

of each semester.  No reports were submitted to date and FASPO should coordinate as 

soon as possible with IAS the necessary documents for the internal audit to be completed.  

As part of the restructuring it was proposed to make this an annual requirement rather 

than semestral.  The proposal will need to be reviewed by FM staff. 

f. Finalize the Operations Manual and Grievance Monitoring System – Given the recent 

developments, the Operations Manual that includes the Grievance Monitoring System 

should be updated as soon as possible. 

VI. Agreed Action Plan 
 

 Action By Tentative Date 

 IAS Review Report IAS in DENR  

 Interim Unaudited Financial Report  Submitted on time 

 Audited Financial Report COA/ June 30, 2013 

 Revised TOR for FM Specialist PMU Submitted 

 Review and NOL for TOR of FM Specialist Bank Completed 

 Hiring of Financial Management Specialist PMU June 2013 

 Revision of SGA to reflect revised eligibility criteria  PMU Completed 

 Update of Operational Manual to reflect changes in 

SGA, financial management arrangements and 

grievance monitoring system 

PMU Submitted 

 Work and Financing Plan for GEF grant PMU Completed 

 Revised Project Cost and Financing PMU Completed 

 Revised Procurement Plan PMU Completed 

 Revised Disbursement Estimate for MLF and GEF PMU Submitted 
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 Review and provide NOL for Procurement Plan Bank Completed 

 PCEEP Website Live including Monitoring PMU May 2013 

 Restructuring Paper Circulated for Clearance Bank May 2013 

 Review and Provide NOL on Revised Operation 

Manual 

Bank May 2013 

 Restructuring Paper Submitted for Approval Bank June 2013 

 Next Mission  July 2013 
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Annex 1 PCEEP Mission Program 

February 11-15, 2013 at DENR-FASPO Conference Room 

 

PCEEP Restructuring Mission Work Program  

Date Agenda Participants 

Mon, February 11 

 

10:00 – 18:00 

 

 

 

 

Project Restructuring Mission 

 

 Mission Objectives; 

 Discussion on the Mission Work 

Program; 

 Follow up on the delivery of the 

Internal Audit Report; 

 Discussion on the modification of the 

institutional arrangement in light of 

project restructuring and finalization 

on the organization structure of the 

Project Implementation Unit; 

 Develop a TA plan for the Project; 

 

 

WB, FASPO, 

EMB/PMO 

Tues, February 12 

 

10:00 – 18:00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Revise the result indicators against the 

procurement plans for both TA and 

chiller replacement activities; 

 Revise the project disbursement 

schedule; 

 Develop a safeguard supervision plan 

taking into account the proposed 

replacement schedule described in the 

procurement plan; 

 Review the Project Operation Manual; 

 Review project’s compliance with the 

project reporting requirements. 

 

 

WB, FASPO, 

EMB/PMO 

Wed, February 13 

 

10:00 – 18:00 

 

 

 

 

 Site visit to SM Bacoor;  

 Site visit to Cultural Center of the 

Philippines. 

 

 

WB, FASPO, 

EMB/PMO 

 

Thurs, February 14 

 

10:00 – 12:00 

 

 

13:00 – 18:00 

 

 

 

 Site visit to Manila Pavillion 1 and 2; 

 

 

 Preparation of restructuring paper and 

mission aide memoire. 

 

 

WB, FASPO, 

EMB/PMO 

 

WB 

Fri, February 15 

 

09:00 – 11:00 

 

 

 

 Preparation of ISR; 

 

 

 

WB 
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Annex 2 

Revised Results Indicators 

  Unit 

GEF and MLF TF MLF* 

Total 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Outcome Indicators               

Cooling Capacity covered by the Project TR 11,144 11,810 7,695     30,649 

ODP consumption phase-out due to chiller replacements ODP Ton 1.8 1.6 1.5 0.4 0.4 5.7 

MW demand reduction and GWh Savings MW 3.3 8.8 10.0 10.0 10.0   

GWhr/yr 9.8 25.8 29.7 29.7 29.7 124.7 

Cumulative Carbon Emission Reduction as Direct Benefits from the 
Project 

KtCO2e 4.9 20.0 32.7 47.5 62.4   

Intermediate Indicators               

Component One               

Sub-grant agreements signed No. 10 20      20 

No. of new energy efficient chillers installed No.  22 39  53      53 

Component Two               

Data MIS for VER claims % 6.0 17.0 12.0     35.0 

Component Three               

Number of Project recipients participating in the recognition program No. 6.0 17.0 15.0     38.0 

Number of trainings and workshops No. 4.0 4.0 4.0     12.0 

* GEF Closing Date is January 1, 2015 while MLF will close on January 1, 2017 
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Annex 3.  Revised Project Cost and Financing (to be confirmed) 

 

A.  Project Costs 

Components/Activities Current1 Proposed 

1.  Investment in Chiller Replacement 
43.845 17.000 

2.  Measurement, Monitoring and Verification 
1.821 .205 

3. Performance Standards and Technical Assistance 
0.204                 .432 

4. Project Management 
1.816 .738 

5. Contingency 
.214  

Total 47.900 18.375 

 

B. Project Financing 

C. Financier Current 
(US$M) 

Proposed 
(US$M) 

Borrower/Recipient  .320  .325 

Private Commercial Sources 36.620  14.400 

Global Environment Facility (GEF)  2.600  2.600 

Montreal Protocol Investment Fund  1.000  1.000 

Germany: Kreditanstalt fur 
Wiederaufbau (KfW) 

  7.310  0.0 

US Environment Protection Agency   0.05  .05 

Total  47.900  18.375 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 If the project has had a previous restructuring, the current should reflect the latest approved costs.  
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Annex 4.  Revised Eligibility Criteria  

Revised Eligibility Criteria:  Old Chillers 

Criteria Eligibility 

Age The old chiller must be operating not more than 15 years. The age 
of the chiller will be based on the historical operating hours.  

Chiller Type All chillers that conform to CDM methodology are eligible. 

Power Source and Compression The chiller should be electrically powered and of the vapor 
compression type. 

Efficiency Old chillers shall have an energy efficiency at least 0.8 kW/TR.  

Cooling Capacity In size or in terms of cooling capacity, the old chiller proposed for 
replacement must be at least 300 tons of refrigeration (TR) or 
above with priority given to larger capacity chillers. 

Operating Hours The old chiller must have operating on a regular basis. 

Refrigerant Type The old chiller uses CFC or non-CFC refrigerants. 

Use and Location The chiller must be currently in use and located in the Philippines. 

Proof of Ownership or Legal Rights to 
Possess and Operate 

The chiller operator is the owner, or has the legal right to possess 
and operate the existing chiller.  The chiller operator shall show 
proof of ownership or legal rights to possess and operate. 

 

Revised Eligibility Criteria (New Chillers) 

Criteria Eligibility 

Starting Date To be eligible, the new replacement chillers should have been 
installed on or after January 1, 2012 but before December 31, 2014. 

Chiller Process The new chiller generates chilled water or a water/antifreeze 
mixture (e.g, water and glycol) for process cooling or air 
conditioning 

Power Source and Compression The replacement chiller should be electrically powered and of the 
vapor compression type. 

Efficiency Energy consumption ratio of the new chiller should be equal to or 
lower than 0.63 kW/TR and a difference of at least 0.3 kW/TR 
between the efficiency of old and new chiller. 

Cooling Capacity The rated cooling capacity of the new chiller must be within + 10% 
of the rated cooling capacity of the existing chiller to be replaced. 

Operating Hours New chiller must operate to ensure investment payback period of 
less than four (4) years 

Refrigerant Type The new chiller must use non-CFC based refrigerant. 

Data Measuring Device The new chiller is fitted with data measuring device that would 
measure compression motor kWh (energy efficiency), temperature 
of in and out chilled water, chilled water flow rate based on flow 
meter or pressure drop. 

Installation The new chiller is installed in the applicant’s facility where the old 
chiller was located.  New chiller location need not be in the exact 
same place of the old chiller, as long as it is serving the same 
facility/building. 
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Annex 5.  Financial Management 

1. Objective and Scope of Review – A review of the implementation of the financial 

management (FM) arrangement of the Philippine Chillers Energy Efficiency Project (TF095991 / 

TF96093) and compliance with the financial covenants was conducted on January 21 - 22, 2013 

by World Bank’s FM Consultant, Olidan Ceasar Galvez under the supervision of the Bank’s FM 

Specialist, Aisha Lanette de Guzman at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

(DENR).  

2. The review covered the following:  

a. Discussion with DENR and Environment Management Bureau (EMB) on the FM 

system of the project;  

b. Review of the status of disbursements;  

c. Review of project’s overall compliance with the financial covenant of the grant 

agreement; and, 

d. Review of selected project transactions to ascertain compliance with the FM 

arrangements for the project. 

3. Status of Disbursement – As of February 1, 2013, total disbursements under the grants 

totaled US$758,059 (including US$700,000 in the Designated Accounts) or 21% of the total 

approved amount of US$3,600,000.  Details of disbursement by category of expenditure per 

grant are shown in the table below. 

Status of Fund Utilization/Disbursement against Allocation (TF95991: GEF Grant) 

Particulars Financial Incentives Designated Account Total

Grant allocation (a) 2,600,000                       -                                        2,600,000                       

Withdrawn from Bank (b) -                                        500,000                            500,000                            

Amount undisbursed from the Bank (a – b) 2,600,000                       (500,000)                          2,100,000                       

Disbursement Rate  1 19.23%

Utilization Rate  2 0.00%

1   Disbursement rate is the rate of the amount of withdrawal applications paid by the Bank divided by the grant amount.

2   Utilization rate is the rate of the amount of withdrawal applications paid by the Bank (net of the Designated Accounts) 

and those in process, divided by the grant amount.  

 

Status of Fund Utilization/Disbursement against Allocation (TF96093: OTF Grant) 

Particulars
Goods, Consultants, Services, 

Workshops, Trainings and IOC
Designated Account Total

Grant allocation (a) 1,000,000                                             -                                        1,000,000                       

Withdrawn from Bank (b) 58,059                                                    200,000                            258,059                            

Amount undisbursed from the Bank (a – b) 941,941                                                 (200,000)                          741,941                            

Disbursement Rate  1 25.81%

Utilization Rate  2 5.81%
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4. The bulk of the disbursements made by the Bank pertains only to the Designated Account 

which amounted to USD200,000 and USD500,000 for TF96093 and TF95991, respectively. 

Furthermore, to date, no other disbursements were made against TF95991, other than the 

Designated Account, since this will cover financial incentives where the sub-grant agreements 

are still being finalized.  It is targeted that a Php10 million sub-grant will be released towards the 

end of February, part of which will be used to pay the financial incentives to the first chiller 

which completed its chiller installation and commissioning.  

Recommendation: The mission recommends Agency to speed up implementation and 

prepare reasonable cash projections to ensure optimal utilization of the grant funds. 

5. Adequacy of Accounting Staff and Maintenance of Accounting Records – The 

designed project arrangements on the financial management staffing and the maintenance of 

accounting records at DENR and EMB are considered adequate. A Financial Analyst under the 

supervision of a Project Accountant (DENR Financial Management Services or FMS) and a 

Financial and Administrative Assistant under the Project Manager (Project Management Unit or 

PMU) are primarily responsible for the overall financial management of the Project including 

facilitation of timely release and disbursement of funds, evaluation and analysis of claims for 

payments, maintenance of the journal and books of accounts, and preparation of financial 

reports, among others. However, the mission noted that the FMS position with the responsibility 

on the financial/investment analysis of chiller replacement, which is critical in determining the 

chiller owners’ eligibility for the availment of the grant remained vacant pending negotiation and 

acceptance by the selected candidate of the terms of reference. 

6. Separate books of accounts are maintained using e-NGAS. During the mission, 

accounting reports that were provided were as of November 30, 2012.  

Recommendation: The mission encourages the Agency to expedite the hiring of the FMS to 

handle FM tasks of the project. 

7.  The DENR FMS is primarily responsible for the overall financial 

management of the Project including facilitation of timely release and disbursement of funds. 

However, during the review, it was brought to the attention of the mission that delays in the 

release of funds to the EMB-PMU at times caused delay in implementation. 

As agreed with the DENR FMS, FASPO and the PMU, a cash advance 

amounting to Php50,000 will be released to EMB which will serve as a petty cash fund to the 

PMU which will be used only for low value transactions such as meeting expense, 

transportation and incidental expenses.  The liquidation report will be submitted by EMB to 

DENR at least on a monthly basis and subject to the audit of COA.  The PMU will also 

update the Operations Manual to include such arrangement. 
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8. There is adequate segregation of incompatible duties and 

responsibilities. Levels of review and approvals are considered adequate to provide reasonable 

assurance that the policies and procedures for recognition and recording of receipts and 

disbursements are being complied. Physical controls over cash, documents and records are also 

considered adequate. The mission noted that the PMU is finalizing the revised Operations 

Manual that includes as well the FM arrangements, policies and procedures of the project. On the 

other hand, the Internal Audit Service (IAS) is to perform internal audit of the project and to 

submit a report to the Bank as prescribed by the Grant Agreement. However, as of the mission 

date, no internal audit has been performed.  

 The mission strongly recommends the Agency to facilitate the revision of 

the Operations Manual and ensure inclusion of the FM arrangements, policies and procedures 

of the project. Furthermore, the PMU should closely coordinate with the IAS in the 

performance of the internal audit of the project to ensure timely submission of the report as 

compliance to the Grant Agreement.  

9.  Disbursement vouchers and the related 

supporting documents for expenditures paid from the Designated Account were reviewed for 

adequacy of controls over payment processing and recording. The review included also the 

determination of adequacy of supporting documents and compliance with the Grant Agreement. 

The review disclosed that disbursements were properly validated and approved by authorized 

officials. No significant issues noted during the mission. 

10.  

a. Quarterly Interim Financial Reports (IFRs) – The Bank received the first, second and 

third quarter IFRs on June 13, 2012, September 14, 2012 and November 27, 2012. All 

submissions were past the due dates where the Grant Agreement prescribed that IFRs 

should be received by the Bank within 45 days after the close of each calendar 

quarter; although, as noted, there is an improvement on the timeliness of the IFR 

submission for the third quarter.   

b.  – The 2011 audited financial statements were 

submitted on September 5, 2012 which is past the due date of June 30, 2012. The 

Commission on Audit (COA) rendered an unqualified opinion 

c. Resolution of issues on the AFS – Although no issues were noted by COA that 

resulted to a qualification on the 2011 audit reports, the auditors noted a few audit 

observations.  DENR must ensure complete implementation of the COA 

recommendations within 12 months after the issuance of the audit report.  
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d. Independent Audit – An independent assessment of the technical and fiduciary 

performance of the Recipient shall be conducted with the report submitted to the 

Bank not later than 60 days after the midterm review.  Due to the limited progress of 

the project, it is suggested that the timing of the audit be reviewed. 

e. Internal Audit – As discussed under Section 6, IAS should submit internal audit 

reports to the Bank 90 days after the end of each semester.  No reports were 

submitted to date and FASPO should coordinate as soon as possible with IAS the 

necessary documents for the internal audit to be completed. 

f. Finalize the Operations Manual and Grievance Monitoring System – Given the recent 

developments, the Operations Manual that includes the Grievance Monitoring System 

should be updated as soon as possible. 

 Recommendation: The mission strongly recommends the Agency to comply with the Grant 

Agreement on the submission of required reports. 

 

1 Timely submission of the interim financial 

reports 

PMU February 15, 2013 (for the Fourth 

Quarter IFRs) and 45 days after the 

close of each calendar quarter 

2 Timely submission of the audited financial 

statements 

PMU, DENR June 30 of each year 

3 Submission of the internal audit report PMU, IAS, 

FASPO 

As soon as possible 

4 Facilitate the revision of the Operations 

Manual and ensure inclusion of the FM 

arrangements, policies and procedures of the 

project as well as the updated Grievance 

Monitoring System 

PMU As soon as possible 

5 Expedite the hiring of the Financial 

Management Specialist 

PMU March 2013 

6 Prepare a more reasonable cash projection to 

ensure optimal utilization of the grant funds 

PMU Quarterly with the IFR submission 
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Annex 6  Revised Disbursement Estimate 

 

 FY12 
(Actual) 

FY13 FY14 FY15 Y16 Total 

GEF  722,000 1,156,000 722,000  2,600,000 

MLF 54,631 368,545 211,387 229,542 135,895 1,000,000 

Total 54,631 1,090,545 1,367,387 951,542 135,895 3,600,000 
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SITE VISIT - SM MALL BACOOR 

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 

 

 

1. The mission and DENR’s PMU undertook a site visit to SM Mall in Bacoor to discuss 

chiller replacement at this facility.  The chiller at SM Mall Bacoor is one of the chillers included 

in the 2013 pipeline.  

 

Background: 

 

2. SM Mall Bacoor was established in 1997.  The facility was originally installed with four 

HCFC-22 centrifugal chillers from York.  Each chiller has a cooling capacity of 1,000 TR (tons 

of refrigeration).  The design specific energy consumption of these chillers is 0.7 kW/TR.  The 

three chillers are operating on an 8 hour per day basis.  The other chiller is used as a standby 

unit.  The four units are installed on the third floor of the building.   

 

3. SM Mall’s intent is to have its four chillers replaced under the Philippines Chiller Energy 

Efficiency Project.  However, due to the delay in starting up of the PCEEP, one of the four 

chillers has already been replaced in January 2013.  The second chiller will be replaced in March 

2013.  The remaining two chillers will be replaced in 2013 and 2014, respectively.  SM Mall 

confirmed its interest to have the three chillers be part of the PCEEP.  The detailed information 

on the cooling capacity and performance of each chiller is shown in Table 1. 

 

Unit 

No. 

Cooling 

Capacity 

(TR) 

CER Estimated 

Cost 

Subsidy kW/TR 

of the 

baseline 

unit 

Installation 

Date 

Date for 

Planned 

Replacement 

1 1,000 462 475,000 71,250 0.825 1997 January 2013 

2 1,000 266 475,000 71,250 0.687 1997 2015 

3 1,000 226 475,000 71,250 0.659 1997 2014 

4 1,000 289 475,000 71,250 0.707 1997 March 2013 

 

4. The reported specific energy consumption seems to be underestimated.  DENR’s PMU is 

verifying this figure.  Normally, chillers which have been in operations for more than 15 years 

should have the specific energy consumption significantly higher than the designed value.  In 

case of SM Mall’s chillers, two chillers seem to perform better than when they were originally 

manufactured. 

 

Replacement Plan: 

 

5. SM Mall plans to replace all York chillers with Trane chillers.  The new refrigerant is 

HCFC-123 and the specific energy consumption of the new chillers is 0.54 kW/TR.  With this 

performance, SM Mall expects the return-on-investment will take place within 2 years. 
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6. The mission informed SM Mall that the new refrigerant, HCFC-123, will also be phased 

out under the Montreal Protocol at the same schedule as HCFC-22 which is to be replaced.  SM 

Mall confirmed that it was aware of this issue.  However, HCFC-123 centrifugal chillers are 

more energy efficient than any other technologies currently available. 

 

7. The decision to replace existing York chillers with Trane chillers is resulted from the 

better energy efficiency of Trane chillers, attractive prices, and the fact that York has already 

closed its office in the Philippines. Hence, by switching to Trane chillers SM Mall expects to 

have better after sale-service and lower costs of maintenance.  Because of the above reasons, SM 

Mall has its cooperate decision to install only Trane chillers. 

 

Energy Savings: 

 

8. The mission was informed that the cost of electricity in the Philippines is about Php 4 – 6 

per kWhr.  In addition to usage charges on the kWhr basis, electricity consumers have to pay the 

demand charge at the rate of Php 5,000 per kW.  The proposed replacement at SM Mall will 

yield savings from not only the usage charges but also the reduced demand charge.  Based on the 

preliminary calculation, this saving is in the order of Php 1 million a month.  It is expected that 

the combined savings from usage and demand charges contribute to the short return-on-

investment period. 

 

Maintenance Practice: 

 

9. SM Mall has a maintenance contractor (TBI) in charge of operating and maintaining their 

chillers.  Its chillers have been well maintained.  The leakage rate is low.  Refrigerant is 

recovered before any major maintenance is done on the machine.  Proper equipment is used for 

recovering refrigerant.  The leakage from the recovery operation is within 5 – 7%.  It takes about 

36 hours to complete the recovery process for the 1,000 TR chillers.  

 

10. Refrigerant leak is tested by using two methods: (i) handheld leak detector; and (ii) soap 

water.  The latter is only applicable when the leakage is visible.  In case of small leakage, the 

handheld leak detector is used. 

 

11. The mission also inspected cooling towers of this chiller facility.  Cooling towers are in 

good conditions.   

 

Conclusion: 

 

12. Because of the good maintenance practice adopted by personnel at this facility, the 

mission is confident that the projected energy savings from the new chillers will certainly be 

achieved and it will be sustainable as well. 
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CULTURAL CENTER OF THE PHILIPPINES 

FEBRUARY 14, 2013 

 

 

13. The mission and DENR’s PMU undertook a site visit to The Cultural Center of 

Philippines (CCP) to discuss chiller replacement at this facility.  The chiller at Cultural Center is 

one of the chillers included in the 2013 pipeline. The team met with Teresa S. Rances, 

Department Manager III, Administrative Service Department, Eng. Roel D. Beronio, Division 

Chief III, maintenance and Engineering Services Division and Eng. Debbie A Ponteras, Engineer 

IV. Maintenance and engineering Services Division.   

 

Background: 

 

14. The Cultural Center of the Philippines (CCP) was built during 1965 to 1969 and 

inaugurated in September 1969.  The center has a main theater accommodating 1800 people, a 

little theater that seats 450 people, a “Black box theater” with seating capacity of 200 people. In 

addition, the building includes the entrance and lobby area, exhibition area, offices and 2 

rehearsal rooms. Of its annual budget of PHP320 million, PHP100 million comes from the 

Government. The rest is from income from activities, donations and contributions. 

15.  The CCP originally had two HCFC-22 screw chillers from York.  Each chiller had a 

cooling capacity of 500 TR (tons of refrigeration).  The design specific energy consumption of 

these chillers is 1.0 kW/TR.  Of the two chillers, one is still in operation while the other one has 

been replaced by six 60 TR chillers. From 2 and up to 6 of 60TR units can run to cover the basic 

cooling demand. The 500 TR is operated when the performances are conducted in the evenings. 

The annual energy consumption by the 500 TR chiller is 830,000 kWh/year. 

 

Replacement Plans 

 

16. CCP is planning to replace the remaining 500 TR chiller in the first quarter of 2014. The 

reason for replacing the existing chiller is its very high energy consumption and frequent break 

down with associated repair cost and operational problems. The technical team has reviewed the 

energy efficiency performance of new chillers and determined that they will require a new HFC-

134a screw chiller with a maximum efficiency of 0.56 kW/TR. The CCP team has also obtained 

quotations from some suppliers, indicating a cost of around PHP13 million. CCP also informed 

that they are preparing specifications and TORs for the procurement. As a governmental 

institution, they will follow the governmental procurement system and the request for bids will 

be published through the system. 

 

17. The Bank team found that the quotation received were very high. The price should be at 

least 10%-20% lower. The bank team mentioned that if approval of funding for the chiller is a 

problem, CCP could also look into the possibility of using an ESCO company. An ESCO 

company could finance the chiller and would share the energy savings benefits with the chiller 

owner. Information on ESCO companies operating in the Philippines will be provided by DENR. 
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Energy Savings: 

 

18. The potential energy savings would be over 320,000 kWh/year and would justify the 

replacement of the old 500 TR chiller. The mission was informed that the cost of electricity is 

about PHP10 per kWhr.  In addition to usage charges on the kWhr basis, electricity consumers 

have to pay the demand charge at the rate of PHP5,000 per kW.  The proposed replacement at 

will yield savings from not only the usage charges but also the reduced demand charge. Based on 

the present energy consumption reported by CCP, it is expected that the return on the investment 

would be realized within 3 years. 

  

19. The company is in the process of relocating the electrical substation to an area outside the 

building. Due to the age, it is likely that there is PCB oil in the electrical equipment. It was 

suggested that DENR follow up and check for PCB. The move of the transformer station would 

free up space and provide easy access for replacing the chiller. CCP also reported that an 

investigation was conducted and determined that there was no asbestos in their building. 

 

Maintenance Practice: 

 

20. CCP has its own staff for day to day operation. It also has a contractor in charge of 

maintaining the chillers. The chillers have been well maintained. The leakage rate is low.  

Refrigerant is recovered before any major maintenance is done on the machine.  Proper 

equipment is used for recovering refrigerant.  The leakage from the recovery operation is within 

5 – 7%.  It takes about 2-4 hours to complete the recovery process for the 60 TR chillers and 18 

hours for the 500 TR chiller. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

21. Because of the good maintenance practice adopted by personnel at this facility, the 

mission is confident that the projected energy savings from the new chillers will certainly be 

achieved and it will be sustainable as well. 

 

 
 


